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BEAM LOSS IN A COASTING BEAM FROM A HIGH ORDER ISOLATED RESONANCE
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Abstract

It is well known that nonlinear detuning stabil-
izes high order isolated nonlinear resonances. On the
other hand, for a system with changing tune, small am-
plitude particles can "lock-into" a resonance and be
carried *-o large amplitudes. In coasting beams, such
as the ISR beams, there is no obvious dynamic process
to provide tune changes. However, it has been pointed
out that scattering processes, such as intrabeatn p-p
scattering, induce momentum diffusion and, through
the chromaticity, tune diffusion. In this way, parti-
cles can "pass through resonances". Using a random-
walk model of the diffusion process, a simple expres-
sion for the fractional current loss rate is derived.
Estimates for the loss rate are compared with ISR ob-
servations and are found to be in agreement. It might
be emphasized that the model of beam loss presented
here uses only the classical theory of nonlinear reso-
nances .

1. Introduction

The stacked coasting beams in the ISR storage
rings exhibit a loss rate1 which cannot be explained by
a single, direct mechanism. A typical fractional beam
loss rate might be 10~6/min. This is much faster than
can be described by the existing diffusion processes in
the ISR, e.g. scattering of protons off the residual
gas in the chamber or the electromagnetic scattering of
protons off each other (intrabeam scattering). On the
other hand, it is apparent from ISR observations that
the beam loss is associated with resonances of high
order. In fact 5th and 8th order resonances have been
identified and correlated with the loss of beam.1 The
difficulty here is that single, isolated nonlinear res-
onances, by themselves, cannot cause beam loss. Actu-
ally, it is well known that nonlinear detuning stabil-
izes these high order nonlinear resonances.2 Here,
then, is the dilemma: In the first place, there are
diffusion processes which can cause beam growth and
loss to the aperture. But, these are too slow to ex-
plain the observed beam loss rate. Secondly, the beam
loss is correlated with high order resonances; but, in
a coasting beam, the particles should be stable against
these.

To resolve the situation, two basic approaches
have been tried. One is to discard the traditional
resonance picture and replace it with a multi-resonance
model.3'4 Under the influence of many nonlinear reso-
nances, particles are (so it is suggested) driven into
complex pathways in the four-dimensional betatron phase
space, pathways which can transport particles to large
betatron amplitudes and thereby to the aperture limit.
The transport process, known as Arnold diffusion, is
thought to be related to the stochastic nature of strong
nonlinear:.ties. Thus, it is suggested that the com-
bination of many nonlinear resonances can manifest it-
self as a diffusive beam growth, with the time scale
determined by the quasi-random nature of the multireso-
nance system. The ISR observation that beam loss is
associated with single high order resonances presents

' somewhat of a problem in this model. It is conceived,
however, that certain strong single resonances may act
; as feeding mechanisms for the Arnold diffusion pathways.
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The final word on this rather elegant and radical ap-
proach is not yet in and we will not pursue it further
here. The second approach to an explanation of stor-
age ring beam loss is more conventional. It follows
simply from the fact that, although isolated high or-
der resonances are stable in a static system, for a
system with changing tune, particle amplitudes may
grow. Thus, it is suggested that diffusion processes,
such as intrabeam scattering, can feed resonances
which then transport particles to the aperture limit.6

He will here take this approach and present a model for
beam loss in the ISR, utilizing a diffusion process
which feeds a resonance which in turn transports par-
ticles to the aperture limit.

The ingredients of our model are as follows:
Intrabeam scattering induces a diffusion of momentum
and, through the machine chromaticity, a diffusion in
particle tune. In this way, particles "pass through
resonances". Under certain conditions, particles may
"lock-into" a resonance during their passage through
it and thereby be carried to large amplitudes. Thus,
we have, in our model, the two essential features,
feeding and transport.6 The feeding process is de-
scribed by a random-walk model of the tune diffusion
due to intrabeam scattering, while particle transport
during resonance passage will be described by a trap-
ping mechanism7, obtained using only the classical
theory of nonlinear resonances. Combining the feeding
and transport processes, we derive an expression for
the fractional beam loss rate.8

Our analysis applies to one-dimensional resonances.
The extension to two dimensions has not bean done.
However, in the coupling resonance case, the excitation
width and nonlinear detuning are still the dominant
characteristics; and, we believe that, by an appropriate
redefinition of tune and a proper interpretation of
resonance width and detuning strength, our one-dimen-
sional results are also applicable in the coupling res-
onance case.

In Section 2, we discuss the trapping mechanism,
while in Section 3, we present our beam loss model,
and compare our predicted loss rates for the ISR with
experimental observations. He find that they are in
agreement. He conclude that a combination of intrabeam
scattering and classical resonance theory provides an
adequate explanation of beam loss rates at the ISR.

2. Particle Trapping in Resonance Passage

A particle passes through resonance when its lin-
ear tune passes through some rational fraction. As
this occurs, the particle's phase-space topology is
transformed. If the passage through resonance is in
the proper direction, stable islands appear at the ori-
gin and begin to move outward to regions of larger be-
tatron amplitude as the tune changes. As these islands
move outward, they also grow in phase-space area. The
moving, growing islands can trap particles in their mi-
gration. This therefore represents a particle trans-
port mechanism. Note that under quasi-static (adiaba-
tic) conditions, particles can stream into the stable
islands through the regions around the unstable fixed
points, since these are intrinsically nonadiabatic
phase-space regions. If a particle is trapped in one
of these islands, and if the island reaches a physical
aperture, then the trapped particle will be deposited
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on the boundary walls and be lost. This process can be
formally described by a trapping efficiency, which is
simply the fraction of particles trapped (i.e. capable
of being transported to "large" amplitudes) during a
single resonance passage.

The detailed trapping mechanism is clearly a com-
plex one; thus, the trapping efficiency is a complicat-
ed function of the resonance crossing parameters.
First, there is the speed of resonance crossing. In
the limit of fast crossing, we expect no trapping. Now,
this is not to say that in the fast crossing limit,
there is no influence on the beam. However, the time
scale for beam growth, in this case, is far different
from what exists under conditions when trapping occurs.
In any case, we ignore the effect on the "remaining"
beam. In other words, we presume that the only signi-
ficant effect of resonance crossing is trapping. The
question we confine ourselves to is, then, what is the
trapping efficiency as a function of crossing speed?
A second characteristic which influences trapping is
the beam distribution. In this regard one might ask,
is the trapping probability dependent on the particle
phase-space position at the time the islands pass? Are
particles near the outside of the beam more easily trap-
ped than those near the center? For our purposes here,
the influence of beam distribution can be neglected.
Finally, we must determine the dependence of the trap-
ping efficiency on the two nonlinear parameters: the
resonance width and the nonlinear detuning strength.

The evaluation of the trapping efficiency has been
considered in detail elsewhere. The results of that
analysis allows us to make substantial simplifications
in order to obtain an expression for the trapping ef-
ficiency. The main point is that the trapping efficien-
cy can be approximated by the area of the moving is-
lands (relative to the beam area) near the exit of
these islands from the beam. The crossing speed has
been taken into account and enters through a multipli-
cative factor with an exponential fall-off. If we take
for the island area the area at the amplitude corres-
ponding to one rms beam emittance, *-_-> we find for
the trapping efficiency,

(2.1)

ISR, as the diffusion source.1'6

Let us assume a momentum diffusion process, with
a diffusion coefficient

The tune diffusion arising from this can be described by

\ = (U')2 Dp ' (3-2>

where v , the change in v per unit fractional momentum
change, is proportional to the chromaticity. We consi-
der the diffusion process as a simple random walk in
tune. However, there is a boundary condition: If the
particle is trapped by the stable outward moving is-
lands, then at a certain tune distance from the reso-
nance, say 6, the particle will be deposited at the
aperture and be lost. If we consider a set of n parti-
cles at resonance at time t = 0, then some fraction of
these will be lost. In fact, if the trapping efficien-
cy is PT> then the beam loss rate at time t * T can be
writteif

2
-6 /4D T ,, ,.

t> . (3.3)V
For a beam with uniform density in tune, we can find
the fractional loss rate at time T by integration (some
care must be exercised in performing this integration
since only particles which cross the resonance in ths
proper direction arc to be included):

N (3.4)

where A is the total tune spread in the beam, and N is
the total number of particles in the beam. Since this
function has a maximum at

the maximum percentage loss rate is

(3.5)

(3.6)

where p is the order of the resonance, A is the reso-
nance excitation width at e = e , &j— IS the nonlinear
detuning at e = erms, and Y is a function of the cross-
ing speed given by

. _r_ (2.2)

with 6urev the average tune change per particle revolu-
tion. It is demonstrated in Ref. (7), that this ex-
pression for the trapping efficiency is in remarkable
agreement with a computer simulation of a 5th order re-
sonance crossing.

3. Beam Loss Rate

To produce beam loss from the trapping mechanism
described in the previous section, there must be a pro-
cess which causes a particle's tune to vary with time.
In a coasting beam, of course, there is no synchrotron
motion. However, in a high intensity beam, scattering
processes may be strong enough to produce significant
momentum diffusion. Through the machine chromaticity,
this momentum diffusion translates into tune diffusion.
In applying oui model to the ISR, we will use p-p intra-
beam scattering, which is a substantial effect in the

Note that the loss rate as a function of T falls off
slowly, like T*^ and so we can use this last expression
as a measure of the average loss rate.

Thus, the beam loss rate is a simple function of 4
parameters: 1. The trapping efficiency, PT; 2. the tune
diffusion coefficient, 0 ; 3. the total beam tune spread,
A; and 4. the change in tune as trapped particles move
from the resonance to the aperture, 6. The quantity 6
is just the change in linear tune which causes the sta-
ble fixed points it the island centers to move from the
origin of the betatron phase space to the aperture lim-
it. It can be approximated by the nonlinear detuning
at the aperture—that is,

e
0 " flnr Z > (3.7)

rms

where eap is the emittancs value corresponding to the
aperture amplitude. The average tune change per revo-
lution is determined by the diffusion process. The re-
lation between the diffusion coefficient Du and 6u
is easily found to be r e v

1
6» * (2D T ) . d &}rev l i/roii' • w.«v

where T r e v is the revolution period of the machine.



Let us now apply this theory to the ISR. He try
to estimate the required parameters for a 5th order
resonance. Using a head-on collision model and noting
that the Sth order resonances are excited only if the
various interactions are not identical, we estimate the
resonance excitation and nonlinear detuning (at one rms
beam width) to be4

and
3/8

where 11 is a factor (< 1) describing the departure from
symmetry of the interaction points, and ^. is the lin-
ear beam-beam tune shift. Typically, for the ISR, we
can take i^b = 3.5 x 10"

4, which leads to flg = 3.5 X
10"s 11 and /v^ = 1.3 X 10'4. Taking Du = 4 X 10"

11

sec"1, we have bvIev = 1.5 X 10"
8. For 5% symmetry

breaking, T\ = .05, n^ = 1.75 x 10"8, whioh leads to y =
1.94 and Pj = 0.033. If we assume the aperture limit
to be 3 times the beam size, 6 = 1.2 x.10"3. Thus, if
fi = 0.01, we have the loss rate N/N = i/I=-0.7 X 10"B

min'1. If T) is as high as 10%, the loss rate increases
to 1.5 X 10~E min
with observations made at the ISR.1

These loss rates are consistent

4. Conclusions

He have proposed a model which can account for the
bean; loss rate observed at the ISR. The model is com-
posed of a mechanism for beam loss due to a high-order
isolated nonlinear resonance fed by a diffusion process,
which was taken to be intrabeam scattering. It is per-
haps important to emphasize that only the classical
theory of nonlinear resonances was used.
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